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11 Abstract
12 The quality control of weather data is a necessity and a responsibility of meteorological services that store, distribute, and use
13 these data. In the present work, a newly designed quality control procedure for daily rainfall data is presented after it has been
14 adjusted and tested with more than 107 data from 1726 daily rainfall measurement sites in Catalonia. It is applicable to data from
15 different origins (e.g., automatic weather stations or manual historical measurements). The procedure is focused on relative
16 comparison of daily data with reference stations that are automatically selected after an initial estimation of their quality and a
17 proximity study regarding location and correlation. The presented procedure has been verified taking advantage of an available
18 network in the study area that has been routinely quality controlled by technicians of the Meteorological Service of Catalonia.
19 The newly designed quality control procedure for daily precipitation yields good results, especially for extreme values: type I
20 error under 10% is found for values up to 150 mm (error decreasing for lower values) and type II error is under 16% when
21 reported values are twice a measure of 50 mm or more (error decreasing for more extreme values). After the application of the
22 quality control procedure, a selection of series with the minimum desired quality is achieved.
23

24

251 Introduction Q2

26The World Meteorological Organization claims the impor-
27tance of quality controlling meteorological data and encour-
28ages organizations entrusted with data collection and storage
29to apply such procedures following some guidelines (WMO
302008). Nonetheless, there is not an established quality control
31procedure for precipitation data (Branisavljević et al. 2009)
32and a summary of existing methods developed by different
33authors and organizations is presented below.
34Shearman (1975) proposed a quality control routine
35developed and applied in the Meteorological Office. It was
36based on an interpolation from surrounding observations that
37enabled comparison with the value that needs to be checked
38and could perform a reconstruction in case of accumulations,
39shifted day, or erroneous time measurements. Romero et al.
40(1998) presented a study using a 30-year database of daily
41rainfall data (from 1964 to 1993) for the Mediterranean re-
42gions of Spain. The database was created by selecting 410
43stations of the study area (with an average distance of 15 km
44between them) from a number of 3366 available measuring
45sites. A quality control procedure developed by the authors
46was performed to the originally available data by means of an
47iterative estimation of the considered value as an interpolation
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48 from reference stations. Missing values were filled using the
49 same interpolation method. González-Rouco et al. (2001)
50 studied the homogeneity of series of monthly precipitation
51 in the southeast of Europe (including the Iberian Peninsula,
52 the south of France, and the north of Africa) in the period
53 1899–1989, with a quality control consisting in trimming out-
54 liers which overpassed the threshold of three times the
55 interquartilic range above the third quartile, and concluding
56 that the detected outliers were caused by the climatology rath-
57 er than errors in measurement. Abaurrea et al. (2004), in the
58 development of a daily rainfall database of the Ebro basin,
59 followed a methodology to manually classify rainfall daily
60 series into “optimum,” “auxiliary,” or “not useful” categories
61 after checking the most common problems in manual obser-
62 vations. Feng et al. (2004) used a series of checks in order to
63 flag erroneous data and remove it before reconstruction of
64 missing values and homogeneity controls. The outcome was
65 the building of a daily dataset for 1951–2000 in China; the
66 quality control checks extreme limits, internal consistency,
67 temporal outliers, and spatial outliers. Viney and Bates
68 (2004)Q3 studied the extension and implications of missing
69 values filled with zeros in Australia, in particular, the case of
70 rainfall weekly accumulations reported as daily values. You
71 et al. (2007) explored the performance of three different tests
72 for precipitation based on empirical statistical distributions
73 underlying the observations and decided to adopt the
74 Multiple Intervals Gamma Distribution (MIGD) method for
75 their data. Chen et al. (2008) described an automated and
76 objective protocol established at NOAA’s Climate Prediction
77 Center to quality control, on real time, daily information of
78 gauges in the Global Telecommunications System. Their pro-
79 cedure compares historical gauge records, contemporary ob-
80 servations at nearby stations, satellite estimates, and numerical
81 forecasts. Einfalt et al. (2008) presented a procedure to quality
82 control a 5-year database (over 200 stations in central Europe)
83 of subdaily meteorological data. The quality control checked
84 the completeness of the series, errors of physically impossible
85 values, variability of consecutive values (large variations
86 would be suspicious), constant values (not plausible for long
87 time intervals), internal consistency (checking the joint evolu-
88 tion of different meteorological variables measured at the
89 same site), and spatial consistency (comparing values mea-
90 sured at different but spatially nearby sites). Sciuto et al.
91 (2009) developed a procedure to automatically classify daily
92 rainfall data as “validated” or “not validated” before further
93 manual check. This procedure consists in comparing observa-
94 tional data at one station with data at reference stationsmaking
95 the validation bymeans of a neural network previously trained
96 with historical data which had been already validated.
97 Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010) constructed a database of 828
98 daily rainfall series for the northeast Spain, with varying cov-
99 erage, for the period 1901–2002. Data of the initial 3106 ob-
100 servatories were reconstructed, quality controlled (rejecting

1010.1% of the values), and homogenized. The quality control
102applied identified spatial outliers by comparing the rank of
103each precipitation value with the corresponding rank of the
104precipitation measured at a nearby observatory. Nie et al.
105(2012) applied several steps of previously established quality
106control procedures, namely, outlier filtering, duplication sta-
107tion check, internal consistency check, extreme value check,
108temporal consistency check, and spatial consistency check.
109Recently, Serrano-Notivoli et al. (2017) developed an auto-
110mated quality control for daily precipitation data which com-
111pares each daily value with a set of two predictions obtained
112from reference series (one of them is a binomial prediction
113showing the probability of dry or wet day; the other is a mag-
114nitude prediction that estimates the amount of precipitation for
115the given day).
116Even if there is not an established quality control proce-
117dure, most quality checks tend to start by cleaning big errors
118before facing doubtful or more difficult cases (as mentioned
119by Einfalt et al. (2008), it is an approach that yields good
120results) in order to gain increasing quality. Regardless of the
121methodology, it should be noticed that the dataset can never be
122completely free from errors and that rainfall variability plays
123an important role in the trickiness of quality control proce-
124dures, especially in the case of daily data.
125TheMeteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC) is a public
126company attached to the Department of Territory and
127Sustainability of the Government of Catalonia, which is re-
128sponsible for managing meteorological observations and pre-
129diction systems in Catalonia. This organization works to re-
130cover and store all meteorological data generated by the net-
131works of official weather stations in Catalonia during its in-
132strumental history, since the end of the eighteenth century.
133These data have been managed by several different organiza-
134tions over the years. In this way, the set of initially available
135data is a mixture where several methods of measurement were
136involved, with different protocols of quality control and meta-
137data coding, if any were applied. New data is continually
138incorporated into the SMC database, either by new measures
139(almost in real time) or by historical data recovery; data rescue
140as well as reconstruction and homogenization of emblematic
141and representative series of a wide area of the Catalonian
142territory are tasks that concern the Area of Climatology of
143the SMC, while the quality controls of the new incorporations
144are daily operations of the Quality Control Team.
145The quality control of weather data is a necessity and a
146responsibility of the meteorological services given that the
147assurance of the good quality of stored meteorological data
148is extremely important for meteorological and climatic studies
149that could be performed nowadays or to be used in future
150studies that might require long series of quality controlled
151data. Besides some automatic control procedures, the opera-
152tive method used by the SMC since 2009 to perform daily
153Quality Control is based primarily on closely tracking each
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154 episode of precipitation by an experienced technical team for
155 an eventual manual intervention in order to guarantee, for
156 instance, a 100% of completeness in the daily and subdaily
157 series. However, this method cannot be applied to all historical
158 data since it uses, for instance, radar images, not available
159 before the 1990s. Nevertheless, the quality labelling of the
160 historical data is an important goal to achieve. Due to the
161 highly irregular rainfall behavior in Catalonia, the estimation
162 of individual values to eventually complete series will only be
163 possible after performing a detailed study, different for each
164 case, using all the available metadata.
165 In this way, and after important tasks of data rescue have
166 been accomplished in recent years, the volume of data and
167 metadata that was dispersed as a result of a very convulsive
168 and heterogeneous meteorological past has been significantly
169 increased. Now, the SMC database contains over 107 daily
170 rainfall values and a tailored quality control procedure is need-
171 ed in order to approach a global vision of the quality of the
172 database as well as singling out the best series for specific
173 studies. The set of historically available daily precipitation in
174 Catalonia has recently undergone the quality control which is
175 presented in this paper. It is aimed at trimming gross errors and
176 assessing the quality of the existing series as well as obtaining
177 a quality controlled dataset with uniform procedures that the
178 SMC can subsequently benefit from.
179 The designed methodology of quality control of daily pre-
180 cipitation presented in this paper has been inspired in the pre-
181 viously reviewedmethods but has been tailored to the needs of
182 the SMC data, so an innovative relative control has been in-
183 corporated based on the idea of givingmaximum credibility to
184 the quality of the data collected between 2009 and 2014 by the
185 automatic meteorological stations of the XEMA network
186 managed by the SMC, which was designed to represent prop-
187 erly the anisotropy that precipitation presents in the territory
188 due to the orography and the meteorological situations origi-
189 nating it. According to the policy of the SMC, the objective
190 was to improve the quality of the database in successive ap-
191 proaches that could be implemented at different phases and
192 produce results at each step. Therefore, the first phase is de-
193 signed to trim physically impossible data and manually check
194 the few most exceptional cases and correct them if necessary.
195 The second phase consists in increasing the knowledge of the
196 quality of available series in the database. Finally, a third
197 phase consisting in a spatial comparison of daily values is
198 applied in an automated way with adjusted parameters that
199 represent the rainfall climatology of the territory (obtained
200 from a spatially dense network of already validated series of
201 automatic weather stations, although only available in recent
202 years).
203 The quality controlled dataset is currently being used, for
204 instance, in a project aimed at obtaining maximum expected
205 precipitation and intensity-duration-frequency relationships
206 (Casas et al. 2007; Rodríguez-Solà et al. 2017; Casas-

207Castillo et al. 2018) at high resolution over Catalonia, which
208requires a reliable database of daily precipitation observations
209with a strict quality control.

2102 Historical sources and available data

211The precipitation database contains daily measures taken at
212various points located within the territory of Catalonia and,
213even, in the proximity of its borders (Andorra or Aragon)
214which are useful in relative quality controls, i.e., those com-
215paring daily rainfall values with measures at nearby stations
216for the same day. These data come from official weather net-
217works of manual measurements (like the Meteorological
218Network of Catalonia and the Balearic Islands created in
2191894) or automatic weather stations (like the ones managed
220under the Spanish Automatic Hydrologic Data Collection
221System (SAIH) which started to operate in Catalonia in
2221996). The database contains a total of 1726 daily rainfall
223measurement sites, each one of them uniquely corresponding
224to what has been called as a meteorological station. Any
225change in the location of a measurement instrument has given
226rise to a different meteorological station, managed under a
227different and unique code. Table 1 shows the number of sta-
228tions for every available network used in this work,
229distinguishing between manual weather stations (MWS) and
230automatic weather stations (AWS) in each case. The average
231series length and the first year with an operational station have
232been included also.
233Most available stations were operative before the exis-
234tence of current meteorological services. In the case of
235Catalonia, both the Spanish Agency of Meteorology
236(AEMET) and the SMC are currently managing operative
237networks and have been rescuing and storing historical me-
238teorological data measured in the study area. SAIH is a
239network of automatic weather stations that monitor the hy-
240drological basins of Spain and it is organized in a subnet-
241work for each basin, in the case of Catalonia the oriental
242basins are managed by a different organization than the
243occidental basins. XOM is a network of manual observers
244managed by the SMC and established in 2009 with the
245objective of expanding the availability of meteorological
246data and weather surveillance.
247The spatial density of measurement points is very high (see
248Fig. 1), with an observed mean distance between stations of
2491.4 km, but most series are short (80% of them are shorter than
25030 years), while in a few cases, they are exceptionally long
251(nearly 3% of the series are longer than 75 years). In any case,
252it should be noted that given a desired length, it is possible to
253continue to cover the entire territory in a uniform way, while
254losing density of stations. For example, by selecting the series
255of at least 30 years, the observed mean distance between sta-
256tions is less than 5 km.

Quality control process of the daily rainfall series available in Catalonia from 1855 to the present
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Q5 Fig. 1 Location of the meteorological stations with available daily precipitation data in the SMC database, by 2014

t1:1 Table 1 Number of manual
weather stations (MWS) and
automatic weather stations
(AWS) for every available
network, along with the average
series length and the first year of
operation

t1:2 Network MWS AWS Total Average series
length (years)

First year with an
operational station

t1:3 AEMET 1112 71 1183 21.8 1855

t1:4 AEMET–XOM (SMC) 149 – 149 25.5 1901

t1:5 Andorra 6 1 7 43.6 1926

t1:6 XEMA (SMC) – 209 209 15.2 1988

t1:7 SAIH – 178 178 12.3 1996

t1:8 Total 1267 459 1726 20.4 Q4
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257 The temporal period in which there is availability of daily
258 precipitation data extends from the year 1855 to the present (in
259 this case, the study ends in 2014). Despite the antiquity of the
260 first data, it is not until 1895 that a dozen stations were avail-
261 able simultaneously and, hence, a network was established
262 (Anduaga 2012). The temporal evolution of the number of
263 available series (Fig. 2) presents an overall increasing tenden-
264 cy with a remarkable growth in the decades of 1920s (Prohom
265 2006) and beginning of 1930s, a drastic decline in the second
266 half of the 1930s (caused by the Spanish Civil War) and a
267 sharp increment in the mid-1990s with the starting of the bulk
268 of automatic stations.
269 The fact that these meteorological stations were managed
270 by many different organizations has the consequence of ini-
271 tially available data coming from a mixture of different meth-
272 odologies of measurement (manual and automatic), quality
273 control procedures, and metadata encoding. In this work, the
274 same quality control has been applied to the entire set of data
275 in order to unify criteria.

276 3 Methodology

277 As commented in the “Introduction,” there is not an
278 established quality control procedure for precipitation data

279(Branisavljević et al. 2009) and various authors (Shearman
2801975; Romero et al. 1998; González-Rouco et al. 2001;
281Abaurrea et al. 2004; Viney and Bates 2004; Einfalt et al.
2822008) use different methods according to the needs and char-
283acteristics of their data. The main problem of the quality con-
284trol of precipitation, especially for daily data, is a great inher-
285ent variability, both spatial and temporal, especially in the
286western Mediterranean region (Romero et al. 1998).
287In the present work, the quality control method consists of
288several steps (Fig. 3) with the object of selecting out the series
289with the best quality and detecting possible errors, beginning
290with the more serious ones and progressively enlarging the
291level of detail. The quality of the database is increased and
292the selection of series for specific purposes becomes easier
293once doubtful data is flagged and the quality of each series
294is estimated by a quality index. Nonetheless, data modification
295is only done when the correct value from the original source
296can be checked and removal is only allowed in clear cases of
297error (e.g., physically impossible data).
298In the final step, a relative method is used for comparison of
299daily values where the issue of variability is dealt with by
300applying a more lenient threshold at higher distances; in this
301way, the method reduces the number of erroneously flagged
302values caused by local episodes. Furthermore, the whole qual-
303ity control process can be adjusted and verified in our study

Fig. 2 Temporal evolution of meteorological stations of Catalonia from 1855 to the present. Lines represent number of series with a minimum annual
percentage of available data

Quality control process of the daily rainfall series available in Catalonia from 1855 to the present
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304 area by taking advantage of a dense network of automatic
305 weather stations whose measurements have been monitored
306 and validated routinely since 2008 by technicians of the SMC.

307 3.1 Basic quality control

308 First of all, it is necessary to be sure that the available data are
309 physically possible; in our case, it is necessary to verify that
310 daily precipitation data do not contain negative values or ex-
311 tremely large values. The upper threshold for physically im-
312 possible values has been set taking into account the climatol-
313 ogy of the study area. The maximum value of the probable
314 maximum precipitation (PMP) in 24 h determined in
315 Catalonia by Casas et al. (2008) was 570 mm, being
316 430 mm the highest daily rainfall ever recorded in Catalonia,
317 collected on 13 October 1986 in Cadaqués (in the coast, at the
318 northeast) during a flooding episode, comprehensively studied
319 (Vigneau 1987), known as “Aiguat de Sant Eduard.” Thus,
320 values above 570 mm incorporated in the database might be
321 errors from the digitization process, values intended to encode
322 metadata and erroneously taken as precipitation values or un-
323 detected accumulations.
324 Within the basic controls, also cases of daily precipitation
325 exceeding 300 mm have been reviewed, analyzing each case
326 with help of graphic representations and consulting, if possi-
327 ble, the original values or the synoptic situation (from re-
328 analysis).
329 Finally, the last of the basic controls is to detect identical
330 values repeated for two or more consecutive days, using a
331 filter based on the number of consecutive days and the repeat-
332 ed value, in order to manually review the most serious cases
333 (the highest repeated values or the longer spells). Many of

334these cases are encoding errors, as, for instance, a common
335old procedure in cases of taking measures after more than
3361 day of precipitation was to divide the measured value by
337the number of days in which the accumulation lasted and to
338write down the equally distributed value to each one of the
339days. In these cases, the total precipitation amount can still be
340used, for instance to calculate monthly precipitation, but it
341leads to incorrect daily values.

3423.2 Absolute quality control

343The absolute quality control consists in analyzing the series
344individually and labelling them, by means of an automatic
345process, according to their probable quality. With this objec-
346tive, a quality index has been designed, considering the pos-
347sible problems that are common in daily precipitation series.
348This quality index, Q, takes values between 0 and 100 and
349indicates the absolute quality of the series, so that values
350above 80 indicate acceptable quality and below 50 very low
351quality. Q is calculated according to Eq. (1) and its value was
352assigned to each station for every year of the samples.

Q ¼ 1

5
P þ Qgaps þ Qm

zero þ Qw
zero þ Qoutliers

� �
ð1Þ

353354
355

356The terms of Eq. (1) are the following:

357& P: percentage of annual data, calculated as the number n of
358available daily data divided by 365 (or 366 for leap years)
359& Qgaps: index that takes into account the distribution of
360gaps, penalizing mostly hollow interspersed with data,
361more than cases of unique periods without measurement.

362If ngap is the number of empty days, Lmax
gap the length of the

Fig. 3 Quality control protocol scheme

A. Llabrés-Brustenga et al.
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363 maximum spell with continuous empty days, and n the
364 number of days of the year in which the series was oper-
365 ational, Qgaps is calculated as Eq. (2)

366
Qgaps ¼ 100−100

2ngap þ Lmax
gap

n
ð2Þ

367368

369 & Qm
zero: percentage of months with not null accumulated

370 precipitation with respect to the number of complete
371 months during the given year. It aims to penalize series
372 measuring null precipitation for many months, as, in fact,
373 it is very likely to correspond to time periods without
374 measurement that have been filled with zeros (false zeros).
375 If m0 is the number of complete months with total null
376 precipitation and m the number of complete months of
377 the year for the given series, Qm

zero is calculated as Eq. (3):

378 Qm
zero ¼ 100−100

m0

m
ð3Þ

379380

381 & Qw
zero: index that indicates the probability of having sys-

382 tematic cases of accumulations of two or more days which
383 had not been identified. It is based on the fact that the
384 number of precipitation days in a given year should be
385 independent of the day of the week. In the case of detect-
386 ing a day of the week with rainfall much less often than the
387 rest throughout the year, the value of this index decreases.
388 However, Qw

zero is not useful to detect in which moment
389 the accumulation occurred and gives the same treatment to
390 false zeros and to null measures that repeatedly occurred
391 on a specific day of the week. It is calculated from Eq. (4),
392 using the coefficient of variation CV (standard deviation
393 divided by the mean value) of the set ni (i between 1 and 7,
394 one per every day of the week) that contains the number of
395 days with precipitation equal or higher than 1 mm. It can
396 be calculated as long as the studying year has a minimum
397 of 20 days measuring precipitation equal or higher than
398 1 mm

399 Qw
zero ¼ 100−100 CV nið Þ ð4Þ400401

402 & Qoutliers: index related to the proportion of days in which
403 the threshold of outliers is not exceeded with respect to the
404 total number of days of the given year. This threshold is
405 calculated in absolute terms for each month, i.e., it does
406 not depend on the given year, using daily precipitation
407 data equal to or greater than 1 mm and three times the
408 interquartile range above the third quartile

409 Figure 4 shows the values of the global index Q (averaged
410 over the whole period of availability for each series) calculat-
411 ed for all the series of this study (1726 in total). A distinction is

412made between manual stations and automatic stations. As ex-
413pected, the series coming from automatic stations have shown
414better global quality indexes than manual stations (which are
415much more numerous and usually longer, so they have poten-
416tially more problems). The average value of this global quality
417index in the whole set of considered stations is 81.7, the me-
418dian is 87.1, and the first and third quartiles are, respectively,
41977.3 and 90.6; we remind the reader that a value ofQ = 80was
420considered, following the definition of the index, as the min-
421imum allowed index for the selection of series according to its
422absolute quality.

4233.3 Relative quality control

424This step consists in comparing values measured at a station
425with those indicated by auxiliary stations available. Apart
426from the choice of reference series, a source of problems in
427relative controls at daily level is the comparison between
428values that are shifted, thus having a correct value but it being
429assigned to a wrong date (usually shifts of 1 day). The prob-
430lem of the shifted day is a common source of errors in daily
431rainfall data basically caused by the need for a convention
432regarding the date at which rainfall should be assigned when
433it is measured in the morning of 1 day but has been collected
434during the previous 24 h (which mainly correspond to the
435previous day). It is difficult to address this sort of problem:
436one option is to compare daily values with the corresponding
437day of the reference series and also with the values shifted
4381 day. Another option to address the issue is to obtain the
439outcome of the quality check as if no shift was present and
440then go over the cases of sequentially flagged values in order
441to determine if they correspond to a shifted period. The second
442course of action is the one we have chosen to avoid an addi-
443tional complication of the automated procedure, although the
444results have been difficult to interpret in some cases. For in-
445stance, when short periods of shifted values were observed in
446coincidence with similar values not flagged as errors in the
447shifted series.

Fig. 4 Quality index values distinguishing between automatic and
manual stations

Quality control process of the daily rainfall series available in Catalonia from 1855 to the present
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448 In order to select auxiliary stations suitable for comparison
449 with the candidate station, an index is designed to classify
450 their adequacy or representativeness R according to their spa-
451 tial coordinates (considering distance and difference of alti-
452 tude) and the correlation between measured data. This repre-
453 sentativeness index is assigned to each couple “candidate
454 station”–“possible auxiliary.” Representativeness R is calcu-
455 lated using the expression (5), where d is the distance (in km)
456 between the two stations, h is the difference in altitude (in m),
457 and Ccorr is Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the daily
458 data of the candidate station and those of the auxiliary station.
459 The distance term takes values between 0 and 1 linearly de-
460 creasing with distance up to the maximum considered radius
461 (50 km). The altitude term takes also values between 0 and 1
462 but, in this case, it decreases exponentially with altitude dif-
463 ference increase so that there is no upper limit to permitted
464 altitude difference even if, at the same time, small differences
465 are considered more alike than greater differences which are
466 highly penalized with a term approaching the null value.
467 Regarding the correlation term, in the cases in which the value
468 of Ccorr is negative, a null value is assigned to this coefficient,
469 as well as in the cases in which the candidate station and the
470 auxiliary do not have a minimum of 25 days in which both
471 have values of nonzero precipitation. Apart from the correla-
472 tion term which ensures reference series with a similar rainfall
473 pattern, the terms of distance and difference of altitude have
474 also been considered necessary because of the orography of
475 the territory. Indeed, in the study area, great differences of
476 altitude may be present at short distances while this distinction
477 in the terrain characteristics (such as altitude or distance to the
478 coastline) might trigger different drivers for meteorological
479 conditions.

R ¼ 100

3

50−d
50

þ 0:5
h=500 þ Ccorr

� �
ð5Þ

480481
482

483 In order to label daily values of the candidate station after
484 performing a daily comparison with reference series, monthly
485 thresholds are established from high quality data and are ap-
486 plied to determine the outcome of the quality control unless
487 the conditions to some special cases are met. At the end of the
488 procedure, daily valueswill be labelled as valid, “V,” doubtful,
489 “D,” invalid, “N,” or “I” (insufficient information).
490 Any candidate value with less than three auxiliary values fit
491 for comparison will be assigned label “I.” More than one
492 auxiliary is necessary in order to judge if a potential error is
493 present in the measure of the candidate or if it is a fault in the
494 auxiliary. More than two auxiliaries are desirable in order to
495 obtain a solid global outcome based on the average of indi-
496 vidual labels assigned after comparison of the candidate with
497 each auxiliary.
498 Some special cases are labelled directly when the necessary
499 requirements are fulfilled. Only in case of having more than

500seven auxiliary stations a daily value can be directly labelled
501according to Table 2 or considered valid with more than 15
502auxiliary stations if it falls between first and third quartile of
503reference values.
504In the general case (that is, having at least three auxil-
505iaries and not fulfilling the conditions to be directly la-
506belled as a special case following Table 2), candidate
507values are given an individual label, L, after the comparison
508with each auxiliary and afterwards these individual labels
509are averaged in order to obtain the global label which is the
510definitive outcome of the quality control for the considered
511value. The specifics of the final labelling are detailed be-
512low, following Eqs. (6), (7), and (8).
513Label for each pair candidate–auxiliary can be “V” (valid)
514or “N” (invalid). It is obtained using a previously set thresh-
515old, T, calculated following Eq. (6) which depends on the
516month of the considered daily measure and the representative-
517ness, R (Eq. (5)), between the candidate and the auxiliary.

T ¼ Cm ln 101−Rð Þ ð6Þ
518519where Cm is a coefficient which depends on the month (see
520Fig. 4).
521T has a lower limit zero (ln(1)) when representativeness R
522is 100 (equivalent to candidate and auxiliary being the same
523station, i.e., at the same location and with data perfectly cor-
524related) and grows logarithmically with increasing distinction
525between candidate and auxiliary (i.e., increasing distance, al-
526titude difference and reduction in data correlation).
527A difference (Dif) used for comparison (calculated with the
528measured value at the candidate station, PPTc, and the mea-
529sured value at the auxiliary station, PPTaux) is, in fact, a rela-
530tive difference (divided by the average of both values) and
531scaled multiplying by the maximum, following Eq. (7).

Dif ¼ PPTc−PPTauxj j
Av PPTc; PPTauxð ÞMax PPTc; PPTauxð Þ ð7Þ

532533where PPT is the daily value of the candidate (c) or auxiliary
534(aux).
535In case the difference between the measured values of the
536pair is under the threshold, the outcome of the individual com-
537parison is label “V,” while cases in which the difference ex-
538ceeds the threshold, the outcome is individual label “N.”
539In order to achieve a final label “V” after relative compar-
540ison, the candidate station must obtain more than 50% in a
541weighted arithmetic mean,Wm, (see Eq. (8)) of the individual
542labels of the pairs candidate–auxiliary. In case of obtaining
543between 20 and 50% of the weighted arithmetic mean, label
544“D” will be assigned to the candidate value and if less than
54520% is obtained, the value will be labelled as “N.”

Wm ¼ 100
∑Aux R−Rminð Þ2 L
∑Aux R−Rminð Þ2 ð8Þ

A. Llabrés-Brustenga et al.
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546547
548

549
Where L ¼ 1 if individual label is V

0 if individual label is N

�
and Rmin is the

550 minimum representativeness allowed, set to 70.
551 In the general case, where the outcome label is assigned
552 depending on the results of daily comparison between the
553 candidate station and auxiliaries and following Eqs. (6), (7),
554 and (8), the monthly coefficient Cm is needed to determine the
555 threshold. Coefficient Cm is displayed in Fig. 4 and was
556 established after a study based on daily precipitation values
557 of 150 stations of the Automatic Weather Stations Network of
558 the SMC (XEMA) during the period 2008–2016 (when these
559 stations have undergone quality checks on a daily basis). The
560 threshold has been determined using the representativeness R
561 between stations and organizing the daily relative difference
562 of each pair by months. For each month, the value of 10 times
563 the interquartile range above the 95% percentile of the set of
564 points (i.e., relative differences of each pair) with the same R
565 was found. Subsequently, the obtained values were fitted log-
566 arithmically, according to their R, to find the equation later
567 used as threshold. These equations have the form of Eq. (6),
568 where the coefficient Cm depends on the considered month.
569 Figure 5 shows the Cm coefficients found for each month.
570 Figure 6 shows two examples of observed differences, points
571 obtained at 10 times the interquartile range above the 95%
572 percentile and the adjusted threshold functions for those
573 months.
574 The empirically obtained coefficients Cm show a seasonal
575 cycle with high values in the summer months and low values
576 in winter (Fig. 5). The highest values correspond to months
577 when summer storms are likely to occur (that is from mid-
578 summer to early autumn, i.e., July to September); these storms

579are characterized by short episodes of heavy rain which yield
580an extremely irregular pattern on surface measuring stations
581with potentially high rainfall amounts at some points and,
582hence, cause high differences in measures taken even at close
583locations. On the other hand, winter months (December to
584February) are characterized by episodes of continuous uni-
585form rain which yield homogenous spatial patterns with low
586differences in measures taken at distant locations. In between,
587we find months corresponding to spring and late autumn
588which can produce both kinds of rainfall episodes but tend
589to present widespread rain and usually coincide with the rain-
590iest seasons in the region of our study.

5914 Verification of the quality control

592The daily rainfall quality control performed on the set of avail-
593able stations in the SMC database has been verified by intro-
594ducing controlled errors and analyzing the obtained results.
595The quality control method can be verified taking advantage
596of the availability of data from automatic stations incorporated
597into the XEMA network managed by the SMC. Data mea-
598sured at these stations is subject to a daily manual validation
599by the SMC technicians that has been carried out since 2008
600and up to now.
601In order to perform a verification of the automatic quality
602control method, the results obtained in 160 stations across the
603territory (see Figure 7) have been analyzed after introduction
604of controlled errors in the data. It is performed by means of a
605count of false positives (type I error) and false negatives (type
606II error). Labels produced by the method in the days of the 160

Fig. 5 Coefficients Cm of the
threshold’s function (depending
on the month). Black dashed line
is a third-order polynomial
tendency line displayed to aid
visualization

t2:1 Table 2 Labeling of special cases
t2:2 Candidate daily value Reference values of

5 mm or less
Reference values
under 1 mm

Label

t2:3 0 mm Under 20% or Under 1% N (false 0)

t2:4 0 mm Over 90% Or Over 75% V (correct 0)

t2:5 Over 15 mm Over 99% And Over 90% N (isolated value)

Quality control process of the daily rainfall series available in Catalonia from 1855 to the present
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607 selected control stations, without any data modification in-
608 volved, account for type I errors. The introduction of con-
609 trolled modifications accounts for type II errors. This modifi-
610 cations are introduced by using a multiplicative factor, differ-
611 ent at each execution, on each value over 0 mm at one series at
612 a time (i.e., data from the candidate station is modified while
613 auxiliary stations maintain their original values).
614 In our case, type I errors are cases in which the method
615 labels a correct value as invalid; it can be calculated as a
616 percentage of “N” labelled values over the total number of
617 cases that the method is capable of labelling, considering the
618 control series (which are known to be correct). A total number
619 of 465,551 cases have been considered in order to calculate
620 type I error; it is the number of days that the relative quality
621 control is capable of labelling (considering the 160 control
622 series). TheQ6 verification result indicates that the type I error
623 committed in the method is on average 0.7%, for values under
624 50 mm there are a 0.1% of false positives, at most 1.5% for
625 rainfall values under 100 mm, and under 10% for rainfall
626 values under 150 mm; greater amounts have not been consid-
627 ered as these quantities have seldom been measured by the
628 analyzed valid stations (in fact, only 63 cases are measured
629 between 100 and 150 mm).
630 Type II errors, in our case, are undetected errors in available
631 data, i.e., cases which the method labels as valid but are actu-
632 ally invalid. Given the fact that actual errors in data are un-
633 controlled and it is precisely what we are trying to flag, the
634 analysis of this type of error produced by the method is per-
635 formed by introducing controlled errors in valid data, that is,
636 in the subset of control series that are labelled as valid by the
637 method. These controlled errors have been introduced bymul-
638 tiplying the measured value by a factor and the results have
639 been analyzed depending on the rainfall amount indicated by
640 the original value and the magnitude of the introduced error.
641 However, type II error depends on the magnitude of the intro-
642 duced error (i.e., for errors that yield a value which is very
643 similar to the original measure, failing to reject the error is not
644 a deficiency of the method) and the amount of actual rainfall

645(i.e., for small amounts, the capacity to distinguish between
646original measures and values modified by a multiplicative
647factor is limited by rainfall’s inherent variability). In this
648way, type II error is reduced as the magnitude of the error
649grows as well as with higher amounts of rain.
650Results of type II error obtained on the verification are
651displayed in Fig. 8, where it can be seen, for instance, that
652errors of five times the correct value for rainfall under 20 mm
653are not detected in 16% of the cases whereas a similar type II
654error is found for errors of twice the correct value in the case of
655rainfall up to 100 mm.
656The method becomes optimal when both types of errors are
657minimized. Knowledge of the results of this verification en-
658sures that, in the results obtained through the quality control
659method, data labelling as “invalid” is done with great security
660(since type I error is very low). On the other hand, data la-
661belled as “valid” is better ensured for high amounts rather than
662for low values. Therefore, this methodology is suitable for
663quality controlling extreme values (above 50 mm) yielding
664type II error (failing to reject invalid data) under 16% when
665data is twice the correct value.

6665 Results and discussion after the quality
667control

668The outcome of the quality control procedure has yield a label
669for each daily value of the whole set of available series in the
670database of study. Table 3 summarizes the number of analyzed
671cases and the obtained labels after the quality control proce-
672dure was applied.
673After the performed quality control, it is observed that an
674important part of the days (25.1%) has not been labelled ac-
675cording to their quality because there is not enough informa-
676tion to reach a decision and has been labelled as “I.”
677Regarding the number of series (instead of the total daily
678values), nearly 5% of the initially available 1726 series have
679a minimum operating period of 15 years over which it has not

Fig. 6 Threshold functions P95+
10 IQR fitting for February and
September
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680 been possible to perform the relative comparison at any time.
681 This is a weakness of the method triggered by low spatial
682 density of measurements because the automatic procedure
683 cannot label values without a minimum number of neighbor-
684 ing stations that comply with some requirements. However,
685 certainty in labelling has been prioritized over forcing to pro-
686 duce an outcome.
687 The percentage of values labelled as “N” (invalid) that we
688 found (0.2%) agree, for instance, with the rejected values
689 (0.1%) in the study of Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010) in the
690 northeast of Spain or with the flagged and removed values
691 (1.58%) in the study of Serrano-Notivoli et al. (2017) in the
692 island of Majorca (Spain). Although these studies were

693applied in different areas with a different data volume, a sim-
694ilar percentage of invalid data was expected since the origin of
695the data is the same.
696Regarding the subset of days in which it is possible to
697perform the comparison, the percentage of data labelled as
698valid is a 99.6%. These results indicate an outstanding quality
699of the initial database. Even if a type II error of up to 16%
700might be committed, the percentage of valid data in the initial
701database would be between 83.6 and 99.6%.
702Apart from the verification process presented in the previ-
703ous subsection, a manual checking of some cases has been
704performed in order to further validate the automatic labelling.
705This Q7analysis has revealed that an important part of correctly

Fig. 7 Distribution of the 160 test automatic stations XEMA used to verify the quality control process

Quality control process of the daily rainfall series available in Catalonia from 1855 to the present
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707 the value is assigned, specifically shifts of 1 day. Some of
708 these cases had already been detected at early stages of the
709 planning of the quality control procedure but we chose to
710 overlook them due to the complication associated with ap-
711 proaching the detection of this sort of error.
712 Another check that has been made is to verify that no spa-
713 tial pattern of the global index Q can be detected, i.e., the
714 results of the quality control carried out seem not to depend
715 on the different precipitation regimes that exist in the studied
716 territory.
717 Furthermore, an analysis of the obtained results is per-
718 formed based on the number of available series per year which
719 achieve a minimum quality. It is our proposal to consider as
720 good quality series the ones with a minimum annual index of
721 85 and a valid percentage of data in the automatic control of at
722 least 95% with respect to data for which the comparative is
723 possible to be made. However, series with acceptable quality
724 would have a minimum annual index of 80 (as defined when
725 this absolute quality index was designed) and detected errors
726 up to 10% could be allowed as it is close to type I error for
727 high amount of collected rainfall (over 150 mm). On the other
728 hand, a stricter quality level has also been considered (90
729 minimum annual quality index and under 1% of flagged
730 values). Apart from the quality, which applies to measured
731 data that has undergone the quality control procedure, the
732 completeness of data in the series should be considered. As
733 it happens often with daily precipitation, an absolute com-
734 pleteness of daily data might be required, although, depending
735 on the characteristics of the study, a lenient minimum can
736 sometimes be applied. Finally, an important issue to be con-
737 sidered at the selection of series is the length of the series, in

738this case, the number of years with complete and high quality
739daily data.
740Figure 9 shows the temporal evolution of the number of
741series that annually comply with the three aforementioned
742levels of quality (acceptable, good, and excellent quality) as
743well as the total available series. The temporary evolution of
744the availability and quality of the series can be analyzed in
745three broad sections. In the first section (from the beginning
746and until the mid-1970s), the number of available stations as
747well as the number of high quality series increase progressive-
748ly, except for the period corresponding to the Civil War, where
749both the quality of the series and the number of available
750measurement points dramatically decrease. In the second sec-
751tion (approximately between 1974 and 1995), the number of
752available stations is stabilized and so does the number of high
753quality stations (being the series of excellent quality the more
754variable with time but being in numbers around 170 stations)
755so that the percentage of stations that annually exceeds the
756predetermined excellent quality level is approximately 49%,
757whereas good quality stations are 77% of total available series.
758Finally, in the most recent period (as of 1996), there is a sud-
759den increase in the number of available stations caused by the
760proliferation of automatic stations. It should be mentioned that
761in the recent period (since mid-1990s), the percentage of de-
762tected errors has been reduced progressively even if the num-
763ber of series that pass the established minimums of quality
764does not reflect it as it is strongly influenced by the complete-
765ness of the series (at the beginning, automatic stations could
766often present problems that avoided strict completeness of the
767annual data and later, once the automatic stations were well
768established, the completeness of the series diminished more
769often in the case of manual stations).

t3:1 Table 3 Number of obtained
labels for each categoryt3:2 Daily values Valid cases

(label “V”)
Doubtful cases
(label “D”)

Detected errors
(label “N”)

Cases without enough
information (label “I”)

t3:3 11,079,524 8,261,141 (74.6%) 11,823 (0.1%) 24,653 (0.2%) 2,781,907 (25.1%)

Fig. 8 Type II error obtained on
the verification procedure
depending on the introduced error
and the rain amount of the
original measure
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771 of years with high quality data. It can be observed, as expect-
772 ed, that for shorter required length, the number of series is
773 higher. It is interesting to observe the percentages of series
774 that fulfill these requirements against the total number of
775 available series of the same length; in this way, a 47% of the
776 series that had at least 10 years of operability (a total of 1110
777 series) have excellent quality and 78% good quality; regarding
778 the series with length of at least 30 years (a total of 347 series),
779 32% of them have excellent quality while 66% pass the level
780 of good quality.

781 6 Conclusions

782 In the present study, a quality control procedure for daily pre-
783 cipitation has been presented. The methodology consists in
784 approaching higher degrees of quality by trimming the data-
785 base of errors and, finally, labelling each daily value as valid,
786 doubtful, or invalid according to the results of a comparison
787 with suitable good quality reference series. The methodology
788 is mostly automatic, although a manual revision is recom-
789 mended at some point.

790The quality control procedure has been designed after ad-
791justment of some newly defined indexes and thresholds from
792the behavior of high quality data existing in the territory where
793it has been implemented.
794The presented quality control procedure has been applied
795to the whole set of daily precipitation measures available in
796the database of the Meteorological Service of Catalonia. This
797dataset containsmore than 107 data from 1726 official weather
798networks that have taken measures in the territory since the
799beginning of its instrumental history and covers the period
800from 1855 up to now. In this paper, we have presented and
801analyzed the obtained results after a thorough description of
802the method.
803A verification of the procedure has been performed tak-
804ing advantage of a manually quality controlled network
805present in the territory. The verification results show that
806on average a 0.7% of the values could be incorrectly la-
807belled as invalid data (type I errors or false positives) and
808this type of error would be of 10% at the most for daily
809rainfall values up to 150 mm. On the other hand, the meth-
810od might commit errors in failing to reject invalid data (type
811II error or false negative) in, at the most, 16% of the cases
812of rainfall over 50 mm when the reported value is twice the
813actual rainfall. Regarding the analysis of type II errors, the

Fig. 9 Temporal evolution of the
number of available stations and
selected high quality stations

Fig. 10 Number of series with a
minimum length of years with
acceptable, good, or excellent
quality

Quality control process of the daily rainfall series available in Catalonia from 1855 to the present
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814 method gets better at quality controlling extremes of pre-
815 cipitation as the identification of erroneous values performs
816 better at high amounts.
817 After the application of the designed quality control to
818 the whole database, the number of days labelled as valid,
819 taking into account the verification results, shows that be-
820 tween 83.6 and 99.6% of the values in the database are
821 correct.
822 It has been verified that no spatial pattern has been detected
823 for the global index Q, which means that the results found
824 seem not to depend on the diverse climatic characteristics of
825 the study area.
826 Furthermore, a selection of the high quality series is
827 achieved. Three levels of quality have been defined, namely,
828 acceptable, good, and excellent quality. The temporal evolu-
829 tion of number of series according to these quality levels is
830 studied in order to achieve a global vision of the quality of the
831 initial database.
832 The results obtained after applying the quality levels
833 that we propose show that 47% of the series that had at
834 least 10 years of operability (a total of 1110 series) have
835 excellent quality and 78% good quality; regarding the se-
836 ries with length of at least 30 years (a total of 347 series),
837 32% of them have excellent quality while 66% pass the
838 level of good quality.
839 A manual checking after the automatic quality control has
840 revealed that an important part of detected errors is values with
841 a problem on the day at which the value is assigned, specifi-
842 cally shifts of 1 day. Some of these cases had already been
843 detected at early stages of the planning of the quality control
844 procedure, but we chose to overlook them due to the compli-
845 cation associated with approaching the detection of this sort of
846 error.
847 The newly presented quality control procedure was de-
848 signed according to the needs of the SMC daily rainfall
849 database. It has been tested using high quality series and
850 controlled errors. After it has been applied to the over 107

851 available values, an overall vision of the quality of the
852 database is achieved and daily rainfall series can be select-
853 ed according to their quality and the requirements of fur-
854 ther specific studies.
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